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Project description
Explore MATLAB’s dfilt package, cascading filters, different filter implementations (DF1, DF1SOS,
DF2SOS, DF2TSOS).

Notes/Answers to questions
• With N = 1, the audio does sound roughly like the original, confirming that an all-pass filter

with some phase distortion sounds like the original signal.

• When attempting generating the fiftieth-order transfer function polynomials using convolution
of the first-order polynomials and plugging those into the dfilt objects, the resulting functions
were very bad (as expected – bad numerical stability).

• The graphs and resulting audio produced by all of the implementations for N = 50 roughly
all look and sound the same. The filtered audio sounds warbled/alienish, but roughly the
same volume. Looking at the group delay plot, the audio at ≈ 0.15rad (263Hz) is now greatly
delayed; since this falls within the range of human speech, it makes sense that the text sounds
jumbled.

Figures
Figures are shown on the next page.























Source code

clc; close all; clear;
load('projIA.mat');

%% create direct form 1 filter
Hd = dfilt.df1(b, a);
plot_filter(Hd, 100, 'N=1');

%% save audio to file
audiowrite('n1.wav', filter(b, a, speech), fs);

%% attempted convolution
b50 = b;
a50 = a;
for i = 1:49

b50 = conv(b, b50);
a50 = conv(a, a50);

end % doesn't work; bad numerical stability

% used for second-order sections filters
[s, g] = tf2sos(b, a);

%% direct form 1
Hd_df1 = cascade_filter(dfilt.df1(b, a));
plot_filter(Hd_df1, 5000, 'N=50, DF1');
audiowrite('df1.wav', filter(Hd_df1, speech), fs);

%% direct form 1 (second-order sections)
Hd_df1sos = cascade_filter(dfilt.df1sos(s, g));
plot_filter(Hd_df1sos, 5000, 'N=50, DF1SOS');
audiowrite('df1sos.wav', filter(Hd_df1sos, speech), fs);

%% direct form 2 (second-order sections)
Hd_df2sos = cascade_filter(dfilt.df2sos(s, g));
plot_filter(Hd_df2sos, 5000, 'N=50, DF2SOS');
audiowrite('df2sos.wav', filter(Hd_df2sos, speech), fs);

%% direct form 2 transposed (second-order sections)
Hd_df2tsos = cascade_filter(dfilt.df2tsos(s, g));
plot_filter(Hd_df2tsos, 5000, 'N=50, DF2TSOS');
audiowrite('df2tsos.wav', filter(Hd_df2tsos, speech), fs);

%% cascade filter 50 times
function Hd = cascade_filter(Hd)

Hd = dfilt.cascade(repmat(Hd, 1, 50));
end

%% plot impulse response, frequency response, group delay, and
% pole-zero plot of filter
function plot_filter(Hd, N, figname)

impz(Hd, N);
title(sprintf('Impulse response; %s', figname));
freqz(Hd);
title(sprintf('Frequency response; %s', figname));
grpdelay(Hd);
title(sprintf('Group delay; %s', figname));



zplane(Hd);
title(sprintf('Pole-zero plot; %s', figname));

end


